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The lique operator on ographs and serial graphsF. Larri�on� C. P. de Melloy V. Neumann-Lara? A. MorganazM. A. Piza~naxAbstratThe lique graph of a graph G is the intersetion graph K(G) of the (maximal)liques of G. The iterated lique graphsKn(G) are de�ned byK0(G) = G andKi(G) =K(Ki�1(G)), i > 0 andK is the lique operator. A ograph is a graph with no induedsubgraph isomorphi to P4. In this artile we desribe the K-behaviour of ographs andgive some partial results for the larger lass of serial (i.e. omplement-disonneted)graphs.1 IntrodutionThe lique graph of a graphG is the intersetion graphK(G) of the (maximal) liques ofG.The iterated lique graphs Kn(G) are de�ned byK0(G) = G andKi(G) = K(Ki�1(G)),i > 0. We refer to [21℄ and [24℄ for the literature on iterated lique graphs. Graphs behavein a variety of ways under the iterates of the lique operator K, the main distintion beingbetween K-onvergene and K-divergene. A graph G is said to be K-null if Kn(G) is thetrivial graphK1 for some n. We say that G isK-periodi ifKn(G) �= G for some n � 1; thesmallest suh n is the period of G. More generally, a graph G is said to be K-onvergentif Kn(G) �= Km(G) for some pair of non-negative integers n < m. If n and m are thesmallest suh integers, we say that n is the transition index and m� n is the period ofG. A graph G is K-onvergent i� G is, in the obvious sense, eventually K-periodi. Thislast is equivalent to the boundedness of the sequene of the orders jV (Kn(G))j. A graph Gis said to be K-divergent if limn!1 jV (Kn(G))j =1. The graph G is K-divergent if andonly if it is not K-onvergent.A graph is lique-Helly if its (maximal) liques satisfy the Helly property: eah familyof mutually interseting liques has non-trivial intersetion. For instane, all trianglelessgraphs are lique-Helly. Clique-Helly graphs have been introdued in [6, 7℄ and studiedin [19, 20℄, among others. Clique-Helly graphs are always K-onvergent: indeed, they areall eventually K-periodi of period 1 or 2 [6℄. Clique-Helly graphs an be reognized in�Instituto de Matem�atias, U.N.A.M., M�exio. E-mail: pao, neumann�math.unam.mxyInstituto de Computa�~ao, UNICAMP, Brasil. E-mail: elia�i.uniamp.br. Partially supportedby FAPESP, CNPq and PRONEX/FINEP.zDipartimento di Matematia, Universit�a di Roma 1, Italia. E-mail: morgana�mat.uniroma1.itxDepto. de Ingenier��a El�etria, U.A.M., M�exio. E-mail: map�xanum.uam.mx1



2 Larri�on, de Mello, Neumann-Lara, Morgana and Piza~napolynomial time [23℄. So far, most of the results on onvergene of iterated lique graphsare on the domain of lique-Helly graphs. In partiular, several lasses of lique-Helly graphshave been shown to be K-null, as is the ase of interval graphs [9℄. More generally, Bandeltand Prisner haraterized the lique-Helly graphs whih are K-null [1℄. In general, muhless is known about lique onvergene, when non lique-Helly graphs are onsidered. Someresults on onvergene of graphs whih are not lique-Helly an be found in [1, 3, 4℄. Allthe graphs whih will be shown to be K-onvergent in this paper are lique-Helly.The �rst examples of K-divergent graphs were given by Neumann-Lara (see [6, 17℄). Forn � 2, de�ne the n-dimensional otahedron On as the omplement of a perfet mathingon 2n verties. Then On is a omplete multipartite graph K2;2;:::;2. Neumann-Lara showedthat K(On) �= O2n�1 and hene, for n � 3, On is K-divergent with superexponentialgrowth. Moreover, he showed that all omplete multipartite graphs Kp1;:::;pn , with n � 3and pi � 2; 1 � i � n, are K-divergent with superexponential growth. This last resultompleted the determination of the behaviour under K (or K-behaviour) of the lass CMof omplete multipartite graphs. In fat, the rest of the graphs in CM were previouslyknown to be K-onvergent: the omplete graphs Kn are in CM and K(Kn) is trivial. Theother graphs in CM that have a universal vertex are those of the form G = K1;p2;:::;pn 6= Knand here K(G) is non-trivial but K2(G) is trivial. The remaining graphs in CM are thosewhih have exatly two parts and at least two verties in eah part; they are trianglelessand without terminal verties, so by [8℄ they are K-periodi of period one (only for thesquare K2;2 = C4) or two (all the rest).In [18℄ it has been asked whether there are divergent graphs with polynomial growth.Reently, aÆrmative answers have been given in [11, 12, 13℄. The graphs that will be shownto be K-divergent in this work have all superexponential growth.Modular deompositions (whih will be reviewed in x3) play an important rôle in thispaper. The lass of ographs properly ontains the lass of omplete multipartite graphs,and it is known to be haraterized by the absene of neighbourhood nodes in the modulardeomposition tree (MDT). The wider lass of serial graphs is de�ned by the fat that theyare onneted, non-trivial, and the root of the MDT is not neighbourhood: this are justthe graphs whose omplement is disonneted. In x4 we will haraterize the serial graphswhih are lique-Helly (a suÆient ondition for K-onvergene). An important lass ofserial graphs is that of parallel-deomposable serial graphs: for these, the MDT does notontain neither leaves nor neighbourhood modules in the root and the �rst level. In x5we will give some suÆient onditions for K-divergene for suh graphs. In x6 we shalldetermine ompletely the K-behaviour for the lass of ographs. An interesting result isthat a ograph is K-onvergent if and only if it is lique-Helly. Finally, in x7 we haraterizethe ographs whose lique graph is also a ograph.2 Preliminaries and de�nitionsWe onsider simple, undireted, �nite graphs. The sets V (G) and E(G) are the vertex andedge sets of a graph G. A trivial graph is a graph with a single vertex. A omplete is a setof pairwise adjaent verties in G. A lique of G is a omplete not properly ontained in



Clique Operator 3any other omplete. A subgraph of G is a graph H with V (H) � V (G) and E(H) � E(G).For X � V (G), we denote by G[X℄ the subgraph indued by X, that is, V (G[X℄) = Xand E(G[X℄) onsists of those edges of E(G) having both ends in X. We often identifyindued subgraphs with their vertex sets. If v is a vertex of a subgraph H of G adjaent toevery other vertex of H, then we say that v is universal in H, or that H is a one withapex v.Let X be a subset of V (G) and x any vertex of X. The quotient graph G=X is de�nedas V (G=X) = (V (G) � X) [ fxg and E(G=X) = E(G[V (G) � X℄) [ ffx; vg j fu; vg 2E(G); u 2 X; v 2 V (G) �Xg.Let H and H 0 be vertex-disjoint graphs. The union or parallel omposition of H andH 0 is the graph G = H [H 0 de�ned as V (G) = V (H)[ V (H 0) and E(G) = E(H)[E(H 0).The join, sum, or serial omposition of H and H 0 is the graph G = H +H 0 de�ned asV (G) = V (H)[V (H 0) andE(G) = E(H)[E(H 0)[ffx; yg j x 2 V (H); y 2 V (H 0)g. Finally,the symbol �G represents the omplement of G. Notie for instane that G+H = �G[ �H.In order to study K-onvergene and K-divergene the following results are useful tools.We reall them for the reader's onveniene.Let T be a triangle of a graph G. The extended triangle of G, relative to T , is thesubgraph bT of G indued by the verties whih form a triangle with at least one edge of T .The following theorem haraterizes lique-Helly graphs [23℄.Theorem 1 A graph G is lique-Helly if and only if eah of its extended triangles is a one.Let G, H be graphs. A morphism � : G ! H is a vertex-funtion � : V (G) ! V (H)suh that the images under � of adjaent verties of G either oinide or are adjaent inH. A morphism � : G ! H is a retration from G to H if there exists a morphism� : H ! G suh that �� is the identity funtion on V (H). In this ase, H is a retrat ofG. Notie that H must be isomorphi to an indued subgraph of G. If H is a subgraph ofG, then a retration from G to H is just a morphism G! H whose restrition to H is theidentity. Notie also that, if v is a vertex of G, there is always a total retration from G tov. The following theorem desribes the relationship between retrats and K-divergene [17℄.Theorem 2 Let G and H be graphs suh that H is a retrat of G. If H is K-divergent,then so is G.For instane, if n � 3 and pi � 2 (1 � i � n), the omplete multipartite graph Kp1;:::;pnan be retrated to the otahedron On = K2;2;:::;2 and is therefore K-divergent.3 Modular deompositionsOne promising paradigm for studying properties of a lass of graphs involves partitioningthe set of verties of a graph into subsets alled modules, and the deomposition proess isalled modular deomposition. This deomposition has been studied by many researhers.A module of G is a set of verties M of V (G) suh that all the verties of M have thesame neighbours outside of M , that is, eah vertex in V (G) �M is either adjaent to all



4 Larri�on, de Mello, Neumann-Lara, Morgana and Piza~naverties of M , or to none. For instane, every singleton as well as the whole G are modules.Two verties x; y 2 G are twins if they are neighbours and fx; yg is a module of G, andany module M suh that G[M ℄ is omplete is just a set of twins in G. We say that M is astrong module if for any other module A the intersetion M \A is empty or equals eitherM or A. For non-trivial G, the family fG1; G2; : : : ; Gpg of all maximal (proper) strongmodules is a partition of V (G) and p � 2. This partition is the modular deompositionof G. We will often identify the modules Gi with the indued subgraphs G[Gi℄.If a module M ontains verties from two di�erent onneted omponents of G, thenM must ontain those omponents. Therefore, for disonneted G, the maximal strongmodules are the onneted omponents. In this ase G = G1 [G2 [ � � � [Gp and G is alledparallel.The modules, strong modules and maximal strong modules of G are the same as thoseof �G. Therefore, if �G is disonneted, the maximal strong modules of G are the vertex setsof the onneted omponents of �G. In this ase G = G1 + G2 + � � � + Gp and G is alledserial.The modular deomposition of a non-trivial graph G is used reursively in order tode�ne its unique modular deomposition tree T (G). The module M is parallel ifG[M ℄ is disonneted, M is serial if �G[M ℄ is disonneted and M is neighbourhood ifboth G[M ℄ and �G[M ℄ are onneted. The root of T (G) is G, the �rst-level verties of T (G)are the maximal strong modules of G, and so on. The leaves of T (G) are the verties of Gand the internal nodes of T (G) are modules labeled with P , S or N (for parallel, serial, orneighbourhood module, respetively). A linear time algorithm that produes the modulardeomposition tree is given in [16℄.Modular deomposition has been extensively used for the lass of ographs. It is infat the basis for �nding fast algorithms for problems on ographs whih are NP-hard ingeneral [5℄. We denote by P4 the four-vertex path. A ograph is a graph having no induedsubgraph isomorphi to P4. Cographs were introdued by Lerhs [14℄ and redisovered underdi�erent names: D�-graphs, Hereditary Daey graphs, 2-parity graphs [2, 10, 22℄. In [14℄,Lerhs showed that ographs have a unique tree representation, alled otree. The leavesrepresent verties of the graph and the internal nodes orrespond to the union and joinoperation. This otree is just the modular deomposition tree, but for ographs it has noneighbourhood nodes. In fat, the lass of ographs an also be de�ned as the lass of thosegraphs for whih the modular deomposition tree does not have neighbourhood nodes (seex6), or as the smallest lass of graphs ontaining the single vertex graph and losed underserial and parallel omposition.Lemma 3 Let G be a graph and M a module of G. Let R be a subgraph of M whih isa retrat of M . Then any retration � : M ! R an be extended to a retration �0 : G !G[(G �M) [R℄.Proof: De�ne �0(v) = �(v) for v 2M , and �0(v) = v for v 2 G�M . Sine M is a moduleof G, �0 is a morphism. Sine the restrition of � to R is the identity, the restrition of �0to G[(G �M) [R℄ is the identity. 2



Clique Operator 5Lemma 4 Let G be a graph and M a module of G. Then the quotient graph G=M is aretrat of G.Proof: Let x be any vertex of M and take V (G=M) = (V (G) �M) [ fxg. By Lemma 3,the total retration M ! x an be extended to a retration G ! G=M . Hene, G=M is aretrat of G. 2Remark 5 In the partiular ase in whih the module M of G is omplete we have thatK(G) �= K(G=M); indeed, if u; v 2 G are twins, any lique whih ontains u also ontainsv, so K(G) �= K(G� v). In the general ase we know by Theorem 2 that G is K-divergentif G=M is so.Lemma 6 Let G be a graph. If P = S1 [ S2 [ � � � [ Sq is a parallel module of G and someSi is a single vertex v, then G� v is a retrat of G.Proof: Fix some x 2 P � v. Sine P is parallel, v has no neighbours in P . Then there is aretration � : P ! P � v de�ned by �(v) = x and �(y) = y for eah y 2 P � v. By Lemma3, � an be extended to a retration � : G! G� v. Thus G� v is a retrat of G. 2Notie that any graph obtained by iterated appliation of Lemma 4 or Lemma 6 is aretration of the original graph G.4 Serial graphsSine for a disonneted graph G = H [H 0 we learly have that K(G) = K(H) [K(H 0),in order to investigate the K-behaviour we an restrit ourselves to onneted non-trivialgraphs G. If we make the additional assumption that G is not neighbourhood, then G mustbe serial. By de�nition, a graph is serial i� its omplement is disonneted (i� it is a sum oftwo graphs). Serial graphs are just those onneted non-trivial graphs suh that the root ofthe modular deomposition tree is not neighbourhood. We will haraterize in this setionthose serial graphs whih are lique-Helly, and desribe their K-behaviour.Reall that a graph G is a one if G has a universal vertex (apex). Note that eah liqueof the one G ontains the apex, so G is ertainly lique-Helly. Furthermore, K(G) is aomplete graph (G is lique-omplete) and thus K2(G) is trivial: all ones are K-null. Ofourse, any lique-omplete and lique-Helly graph must be a one, but there exist lique-omplete graphs whih are not ones (see [15℄). Notie that if G is a one, then any sumG+H is also a one (and serial), but if G = G1+G2+� � �+Gp is the modular deompositionof a serial graph G, then G is a one if and only if some Gi is trivial: indeed, if G is a onethe apex is isolated in �G.Lemma 7 Let G = H + H 0 be a lique-Helly graph, and assume that H 0 is not a one.Then eah onneted omponent of H is a one.Proof: Let C be a onneted omponent of H, and let the vertex x of C have maximumdegree as a vertex of C. Assuming that x is not universal in C, we will get a ontradition.



6 Larri�on, de Mello, Neumann-Lara, Morgana and Piza~naLet y and v be verties of C suh that x and v are neighbours of y but fx; vg =2 E(H).Choose any z 2 H 0 and onsider the triangle T = fx; y; zg of G. By Theorem 1, theextended triangle bT relative to T has a universal vertex u. Sine H 0 � bT and H 0 is nota one, u 2 H, but then u 2 C. Sine all the neighbours of x in C and also v are in bT ,degC(u) > degC(x). This ontradition shows that C is a one with apex x. 2Theorem 8 Let G = G1 +G2 + � � � +Gp be the modular deomposition of a serial graph.Then G is lique-Helly if and only if it satis�es one of the following onditions:1. G is a one, or2. p = 2 and all the onneted omponents of G1 and G2 are ones.Proof: If G is a one we know that it is lique-Helly. If the seond ondition holds, hoosean apex in eah of the onneted omponents of both G1 and G2, and let H be the subgraphof G indued by all these apies. Then H is a omplete bipartite graph. Sine H has notriangles its liques are its edges and it is lique-Helly. Eah lique of G ontains a uniqueedge of H, and two liques of G meet if and only if their edges in H meet. Therefore G islique-Helly.Assume now that G is lique-Helly.Suppose �rst that p � 3. Choose xi 2 Gi for i = 1; 2; 3. Consider the triangle T =fx1; x2; x3g and observe that its extended triangle is bT = G. By Theorem 1, G is a one.Thus, p � 3 implies ondition 1.If p = 2, we an assume that ondition 1 does not hold. In partiular, G1 and G2 arenot ones. By Lemma 7, eah onneted omponent of both G1 and G2 is a one. 2If G is a lique-Helly graph, we know that G is eventually K-periodi of period 1 or2, but if G is also serial the previous theorem and its proof enable us to be more spei�.In ase 1: If G is omplete (i.e. all the Gi are trivial) then K(G) is trivial; if G is notomplete, then K(G) is non-trivial and K2(G) is trivial. In ase 2: We an assume thatase 1 does not hold, and then G1 and G2 are disonneted. Thus, the omplete bipartitesubgraph H of G has at least two verties in eah part. If H = G, we know that eitherK(G) �= G (if G �= K2;2) or else K(G) 6�= G but K2(G) �= G. If H 6= G, we use the fat thateah lique Q of G ontains a unique edge (i.e. lique) EQ of H, and that Q \ Q0 6= ; i�EQ \EQ0 6= ;. For a given edge E of H, all the liques Q of G for whih EQ = E are twinsin K(G). Keeping just one Q for eah E, we get an indued subgraph S of K(G) suh thatS �= K(H). By Remark 5 we have K(K(G)) �= K(S), and then K2(G) �= K2(H) �= H.Thus G is not K-periodi, but it is eventually K-periodi of period one or two aording towhether both G1 and G2 have exatly two onneted omponents or not.The serial graphs suh that all maximal strong modules are disonneted (suh as thosesatisfying ondition 2 in the previous theorem) will be the subjet of our next setion.



Clique Operator 75 Parallel-deomposable serial graphsConsider the modular deompositionG = G1 +G2 + � � �+Gpof a serial graph G. If some Gi is trivial, then G is a one and we already know that G isK-null. We an therefore assume that all the Gi are non-trivial. If we make the additionalassumption that no Gi is neighbourhood, then all the Gi must be parallel. In this ase eahof the Gi has a modular deomposition of the formGi = [pij=1Gij ; pi � 2;and we say that G is a parallel-deomposable serial graph. Sine a module of amodule of G is again a module of G, all the graphs Gij are (onneted) modules of G.All the Gij are trivial preisely for the omplete multipartite graphs whih are not ones(i.e. with non-singular parts). Parallel-deomposable serial graphs are just those non-trivialonneted graphs suh that the modular deomposition tree does not ontain neither leavesnor neighbourhood modules in the root and the �rst level. Parallel-deomposable serialgraphs with at least 3 maximal strong modules are always K-divergent:Theorem 9 Let G be a parallel-deomposable serial graph. If p � 3, then G is K-divergent.Proof: Applying Lemma 4 to eah non-trivial Gij we obtain a omplete multipartite graphG0 �= Kp1;:::;pp, with pi � 2 for all 1 � i � p. Sine p � 3, we already know that G0 isK-divergent by [17℄. By Theorem 2, G is also K-divergent. 2For parallel-deomposable serial graphs G, it only remains to study the K-behaviour inthe ase p = 2. If G is a one or all the Gij are ones, we know by Theorem 8 that G isK-onvergent. But there are also parallel-deomposable serial graphs with p = 2 whih areK-divergent:Theorem 10 Let G = G1 +G2 be a parallel-deomposable serial graph. If at least one Gijis also a parallel-deomposable serial graph, then G is K-divergent.Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that G11 is a parallel-deomposable serialgraph, so we have a deomposition G11 =Pqr=1 [qrs=1T rs .Let us �rst onsider G2. By Lemma 4 we an retrat eah module G2j to a single vertexu 2 V (G2j ), for 1 � j � p2. Then G2 retrats to the union of p2 verties.Let us now onsider G1. By Lemma 4 we an retrat eah T rs to a single vertex. Thenthe graph Kq1 ;:::;qq is a retrat of G11, where q � 2 and eah qi � 2. Again by Lemma 4, wean retrat eah G1j to a single vertex uj for 2 � j � p1. Therefore G1 retrats to the unionof Kq1;:::;qq and p1 � 1 single verties. By Lemma 6, Kq1;:::;qq is a retrat of G1.Hene the graph Kq1;:::;qq ;p2 is a retrat of G. By Theorem 2, sine Kq1;:::;qq;p2 is K-divergent, G is also K-divergent. 2



8 Larri�on, de Mello, Neumann-Lara, Morgana and Piza~naIn onlusion, the K-behaviour of a non-lique-Helly serial graph G remains unknownif G is not parallel-deomposable or it is, but p = 2 and no Gij is a parallel-deomposablegraph. Notie that in the latter ase G annot be a one and some Gij must be non-trivial,for otherwise G is lique-Helly.6 CographsReall that a ograph is a graph without indued paths of length 3. The lass of ographs islearly losed under omplements, indued subgraphs, and serial and parallel ompositions.Any onneted ograph whih is not 2-onneted is a one: any ut vertex is universal.We mentioned in Setion 3 that ographs are those graphs suh that there are no neigh-bourhood nodes in the modular deomposition tree T . We give a proof of this: If T hasno neighbourhood nodes, then G is a ograph beause it an be reonstruted from itsverties using serial and parallel ompositions. The onverse follows from the fat that theomplement of a onneted non-trivial ograph is always disonneted. This is proved byindution on the order n of G, the ase n = 2 being obvious. If G has a ut vertex thenG is a one and �G is disonneted. If G is 2-onneted, take any v 2 G. Sine G � vis a onneted ograph, G� v is disonneted. Supposing that �G is onneted we get aontradition, beause v is then a ut vertex of �G and then G = G is disonneted.Complete multipartite graphs are preisely those ographs G suh that the otree hasat most two levels. If all the verties lie at the �rst level, then G is omplete. If there issome vertex at the �rst level, then G is a one. If G is not a one all the verties are at theseond level.The following results determine the K-behaviour of ographs. Notie that any ographwhih is not a one is a parallel-deomposable serial graph.Theorem 11 A ograph G is K-divergent if and only if both the following onditions hold.1. G is not a one, and2. either p � 3, or p = 2 and at least one of Gij is not a one.Proof: SuÆieny: Sine G is not a one, G is a parallel-deomposable serial graph. Ifp � 3, G is K-divergent by Theorem 9. If p = 2, G is K-divergent by Theorem 10 beausesome Gij is parallel-deomposable.Neessity: Assume that G is K-divergent. Then G is not a one, for we know that onesare K-onvergent. If p = 2 and eah Gij is a one, then G is K-onvergent by Theorem 8.2 Theorem 11 implies that the K-divergene or K-onvergene of a ograph G an bedeided in linear time. In fat, the otree of G an be obtained in linear time [5℄ and theonditions of Theorem 11 an be also heked in linear time.Corollary 12 A ograph G is K-onvergent if and only if G is lique-Helly.



Clique Operator 9Proof: It follows immediately from theorems 8 and 11. 2The example of Figure 1 shows that in the lass of serial graphs there are K-onvergentgraphs that are not lique-Helly. tt t t tt
����������� ���� ����PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP ���� ���������������Figure 1: A K-onvergent serial graph that is not lique-Helly.7 Cographs whose lique graph is a ographThe produt G �G0 of two graphs G and G0 is given by V (G �G0) = V (G) � V (G0) andE(G�G0) = ff(u; u0); (v; v0)g : fu; vg 2 E(G); fu0; v0g 2 E(G0)g. Notie thatG�(G0[G00) =G�G0[G�G00 and that a produt G = G1�G2�� � ��Gs is disrete (has no edges) if andonly if some Gi is disrete. We will also use the fat that �K(G1 +G2) = �K(G1)� �K(G2),where �K(G) = K(G) (see [17, 24℄).Lemma 13 Let s � 2 and G = G1 �G2 � � � � �Gs with Gi onneted and non-trivial foreah i. Then G is a ograph if and only if eah Gi is omplete bipartite.Proof: If G is a ograph, eah Gi is a ograph (resp.: bipartite): Indeed, otherwise someGi would ontain an indued P4 (resp.: an indued odd yle ). Then G would ontain anindued subgraph isomorphi to P4 �K2 � � � � �K2 (resp.: to  �K2 � � � � �K2). But theonneted omponents of this subgraph are isomorphi to P4 (resp.: to a yle whose lengthis the double of that of ) and so G would not be a ograph. A onneted bipartite ographmust be omplete bipartite. For the onverse just note that Km;n�Kp;q �= Kmp;nq[Kmq;np.2Corollary 14 Let s � 2 and G = G1 �G2 � � � � �Gs. Then G is a ograph if and only ifeither some Gi is disrete or every non-trivial onneted omponent of eah Gi is ompletebipartite.Theorem 15 Let G be a ograph. Then G is lique-omplete if and only if G is a one.Proof: Suppose that the non-trivial part is false, and let G be a non-onial ograph withminimal order suh that K(G) is omplete. Clearly G is onneted, so G = G1 + G2 forsome non-onial ographs G1 and G2. Sine �K(G) = �K(G1) � �K(G2) is disrete, either�K(G1) or �K(G2) is disrete, ontraditing the minimality of the order of G. 2



10 Larri�on, de Mello, Neumann-Lara, Morgana and Piza~naTheorem 16 Let G be a onneted, non-onial ograph suh that K(G) is a ograph. LetG = G1+G2+ � � �+Gp be the modular deomposition of G. Then eah Gi is a ograph withexatly two onneted omponents and these are ones.Proof: We have that �K(G) = �K(G1)� �K(G2)� � � � � �K(Gs). Sine eah Gi is non-trivial,it is disonneted and the same happens with K(Gi), so �K(Gi) is non-trivial and onnetedfor eah i. By Lemma 13, eah �K(Gi) is omplete bipartite, and thus eah K(Gi) is theunion of two omplete onneted omponents. Therefore, by Theorem 15, eah Gi is theunion of two onneted omponents whih are onial ographs. 2We shall also use the following onstrution. Let the family of graphs (Gi)i2V (H) beindexed by the verties of a graph H. The sum over H of the graphs Gi is the graphG = PH Gi whih is obtained from Si2V (H)Gi by adding all possible edges of the formfu; vg where u 2 Gi, v 2 Gj and fi; jg 2 E(H). For instane, any sum Pi2I Gi is the sumof the Gi over the omplete graph on the index set I, and any union Si2I Gi is the sum ofthe Gi over the disrete graph on I. Observe that eah Gi is a module of PH Gi. In asethat all Gi are the same graph G0; then PH Gi is just the omposition H[G0℄.If G and H are arbitrary graphs, a vertex-surjetive morphism � : G! H is said to bean additive projetion if ��1(H[fi; jg℄) = ��1(i) + ��1(j) whenever fi; jg 2 E(H). It iseasy to see that G is (isomorphi to) a sum over H if and only if there exists an additiveprojetion from G to H.If � : G ! H is an additive projetion and Q is an indued subgraph of G, then Qis a lique of G if and only if �(Q) is a lique of H and ��1(i) \ Q is a lique of the�ber Gi = ��1(i) for eah i 2 V (�(Q)); therefore, � indues a vertex-surjetive morphism�K : K(G)! K(H) given by �K(Q) = �(Q). The following result is easily veri�ed:Theorem 17 Let � : G! H be an additive projetion.1. G is a ograph if and only if H and eah �ber of � are ographs.2. If eah �ber of � is omplete, then �K is an isomorphism.3. If eah �ber of � is lique-omplete, then �K is an additive projetion with omplete�bers and therefore K2(G) �= K2(H). 2Theorem 18 The graph G is a onneted ograph suh that K(G) is a ograph if and onlyif G is either a oni ograph or a sum of oni ographs over an otahedron On for somen � 2.Proof: Let G be a non-onial onneted ograph whose lique graph is also a ograph.Let G = G1 +G2 + � � �+Gp be the modular deomposition of G. By Theorem 16, eah Giis of the form Gi = Gi1 [Gi2 where Gi1 and Gi2 are onial ographs. For eah i = 1; : : : ; pand j = 1; 2, let xij 2 Gij and let G0 = G[fxij : i = 1; : : : ; p, j = 1; 2g℄. Clearly, themapping whih sends eah Gij into xij is an additive projetion from G onto G0. SineG0 = G[x11; x12℄+G[x21; x22℄+ � � �+G[xp1; xp2℄ �= Op, it follows that G is the sum over Op of the
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